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Figure 1. RL-CycleGAN trains a CycleGAN which maps an image from the simulator (left) to a realistic image (middle), a jointly trained RL task ensures that these images are useful for that specific task. At test time, the RL model may be transferred to real robot (right).

Abstract

Deep neural network based reinforcement learning (RL) can learn appropriate visual representations for complex tasks like vision-based robotic grasping without the need for manually engineering or prior learning a perception system. However, data for RL is collected via running an agent in the desired environment, and for applications like robotics, running a robot in the real world may be extremely costly and time consuming. Simulated training offers an appealing alternative, but ensuring that policies trained in simulation can transfer effectively into the real world requires additional machinery. Simulations may not match reality, and typically bridging the simulation-to-reality gap requires domain knowledge and task-specific engineering. We can automate this process by employing generative models to translate simulated images into realistic ones. However, this sort of translation is typically task-agnostic, in that the translated images may not preserve all features that are relevant to the task. In this paper, we introduce the RL-scene consistency loss for image translation, which ensures that the translation operation is invariant with respect to the Q-values associated with the image. This allows us to learn a task-aware translation. Incorporating this loss into unsupervised domain translation, we obtain RL-CycleGAN, a new approach for simulation-to-real-world transfer for reinforcement learning. In evaluations of RL-CycleGAN on two vision-based robotics grasping tasks, we show that RL-CycleGAN offers a substantial improvement over a number of prior methods for sim-to-real transfer, attaining excellent real-world performance with only a modest number of real-world observations.

1. Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) can be used to train deep neural network models to grasp objects directly with image observations [32, 26], or perform navigation with a mobile robot directly from onboard sensor readings [10]. However, this ability to learn visual representations end-to-end together with a task controller often comes at a steep price in sample complexity. Since the data needed for RL is typically task and policy specific, collecting this data in the loop with policy training can be particularly difficult. An appealing alternative is to use RL to train policies in simulation, and then transfer these policies onto real-world systems. For acquiring task-relevant visual representations, training in simulation is suboptimal as it results in representations of the simulated environment, which may not work as well for real environments. This simulation-to-reality gap has been addressed in a variety of ways in prior work, from employing domain adaptation techniques that modify the simulated
training images automatically [3] to randomizing the simulation environment in the hopes that such randomization will improve the transferability of the learned representations [27, 29, 18, 24, 17]. However, the objective function of these approaches are generally task-agnostic. This often requires having to adapt these methods to each individual task through manual modification. Traditionally researchers have either increased their diversity (such as domain adaptation) or directly modified their methods to appear more realistic (such as pixel-level domain adaptation).

We propose a method to automatically transfer vision-based policies from simulation with an objective that is task-aware, but still automated, in the sense that it does not require task-specific engineering. To avoid the manual engineering required to produce randomized simulation environments, we automatically translate simulated observations into realistic ones via a generative adversarial network (GAN). We assume access to an off-policy dataset of real experience, which would typically be collected either randomly or with a low-performing exploration policy, and we do not assume access to paired simulated data. We employ a cycle consistency approach for training this model, following the CycleGAN method [34]. This provides pixel-level domain adaptation for the simulated images, allowing us to train in simulation on images that resemble those that the policy would see in the real world. Enforcing cycle consistency during GAN training encourages the adapted image to retain certain attributes of the input image, since it must be reconstructed. However, which attributes are retained is not enforced. To be useful for RL, it is extremely important that the GAN adaptation retains all the attributes that might affect the RL outcome. For example, in robotic grasping the GAN may alter the lighting and object textures, but must not change the location of the robot arm or objects. In the case of grasping we may construct additional losses that preserve the scene geometry [3], however, this solution is task-specific. To address this challenge in a task-independent way, we introduce the RL-scene consistency loss, which enforces that the Q-values predicted by an RL-trained Q-function should be invariant under the CycleGAN transformation. This loss is general, in that it can be utilized for any reinforcement learning problem, and we find empirically that our proposed RL-CycleGAN substantially improves transfer performance over a standard CycleGAN that is task-agnostic.

Vision-based tasks are particularly suitable for testing visual simulation-to-real methods but may not address physics-based simulation-to-real gap due to poorly simulated dynamics. Our method, which adapts a single state (an image in this case), does not address the physics gap. We investigate simulation-to-real for vision-based grasping tasks with two different robotic systems that are both learned with a reinforcement learning method, QT-Opt [20]. In RL, real-world episodes are considered off-policy if they are collected with a scripted policy or a previously trained model. Episodes are considered on-policy if they are collected with the latest policy. Training on off-policy episodes is significantly more practical, as the same data can be reused across different training runs and no new real robot episodes are necessary. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have a learning system that does not require any on-policy real-world trials, as such a system could be trained entirely from simulated data and logged real data, without any additional real-world data collection during a training run. We primarily experiment in the scenario where only off-policy real data is available, but also provide comparisons for how RL-CycleGAN may be used with on-policy real-world training.

Contributions We introduce RL-CycleGAN, which enables RL-aware simulation-to-real with a CycleGAN constrained by an RL-scene consistency loss for vision-based reinforcement learning policies. With our approach, the CycleGAN losses encourage some preservation of the input image, while the RL-scene consistency loss specifically focuses on those features that are most critical for the current RL-trained Q-function. We show how our RL-aware simulation-to-real can be used to train policies with simulated data, utilizing only domain adaptation techniques that modify mphpf-off-policy real data. RL-CycleGAN does not require per-task manual engineering, unlike several related methods that utilize randomization or task-specific losses. We demonstrate our approach on two real-world robotic grasping tasks, showing that RL-CycleGAN achieves efficient transfer with very high final performance in the real world, and substantially outperforms a range of prior approaches.

2. Related Work

It is relatively easy to generate a large amount of simulation data with oracle labels, which makes model development in simulation especially attractive. However, such models tend to perform poorly when evaluated on real robots since the simulated data may differ from the real world both visually and physically. We focus on the visual simulation-to-real gap where the simulated images may have unrealistic textures, lighting, colors, or objects. To address the visual simulation-to-real gap, various recent works use randomized simulated environments [29, 24, 18, 28] to randomize the textures, lighting, cropping and camera position. These models are more robust when transferred to a real robot, since they train on diverse data and the real world may be within the distribution of randomization used. However, such randomization requires manually defining what aspects of the simulator to randomize. For example, with grasping, if it is observed that the simulated object textures differ from those in the real world, applying random-
ization to those textures may lead to texture-robust models with improved real-world performance. Our proposed approach does not require manually instrumenting the simulator, and can be seen as a visual domain adaptation technique [25] that learns directly from a data set of real images. Domain adaptation methods aim to train models using many examples from a source domain (simulation) and few examples from a target domain (reality). Prior methods can be split into feature-level adaptation, where they learn domain-invariant features [14, 6, 22, 12], and pixel-level adaptation, where they condition on pixels from a source image and re-style it look like an image from the target domain [4, 31, 16, 15].

Pixel-level adaptation is an especially challenging image-translation task when we do not have paired data. Prior techniques tackle this problem using generative adversarial networks (GANs) [13, 33, 5], conditioning the GAN generator on the simulated image’s pixels. Our technique is based on the CycleGAN pixel-level adaptation approach, with additional RL specific losses.

One related pixel-level method is RCAN [19], which learns a model mapping images from randomized simulations to a canonical simulation. Robotic grasping models are trained on canonical simulated images from the RCAN generator, and at inference time the generator maps real images to the canonical simulator. This approach still requires manually defining the task-specific canonical scene components and the corresponding simulator randomization. Real-to-simulation methods like RCAN also require adapting real-world images at inference time, which can be computationally prohibitive when the RCAN generator has many more parameters than the task model.

A central challenge in using a GAN for simulation-to-real transfer is that, by design, a GAN learns to generate any image from the real distribution which may not correspond to the input simulated image. For simulation-to-real we want a realistic version of the input simulated image, not just any realistic image. GraspGAN [3] addresses this for robotic grasping by having the GAN reproduce the segmentation mask for the simulated image as an auxiliary task, which includes the robot arm, objects, and the bin. GraspGAN further constrains the GAN by enforcing a feature-level domain-adversarial loss. We show that RL and CycleGAN consistency losses let us outperform GraspGAN without using task-specific semantic segmentation or feature-level domain adaptation.

Recently, the CycleGAN [34] was proposed for unpaired image-to-image translation between domains. This involves two GANs, one to adapt from the source to the target domain and the other to adapt from the target to the source. A cycle consistency loss ensures that the GANs applied in succession re-create the original image, which encourages preserving aspects of the original image since they must be reproduced. This is especially attractive for the simulation-to-real gap, where we want to adapt visual differences but retain semantics relevant to the RL task. However, CycleGANs may learn to hide information in the adapted image instead of explicitly retaining the semantics [8], or may change them in a deterministic way that is reversed by the other generator. We mitigate these undesirable CycleGAN behaviors by jointly training an RL model that informs the GAN about which components of the image are relevant for RL by enforcing RL consistency losses on all the input and generated images.

We evaluate our method on robotic grasping. Grasping is one of the most fundamental robotics problems and has yielded a large variety of research. A thorough survey can be found in [2]. Recent state-of-the-art results have come from deep-learning based methods [21, 23] that make use of hand-labeled grasp positions or predicting grasp outcomes in an RL setup. In this work, we consider closed-loop grasping where grasp prediction is continuously made during prediction. We consider the vision-based grasping model as described in [20], via Q-learning with a deep neural network conditioned on an RGB image and the proposed action.

3. Preliminaries

Our approach is based off of combining CycleGAN with a Q-learning task model. We briefly cover both of those techniques.

3.1. CycleGAN

CycleGANs are a technique for learning a mapping between two image domains X and Y, from unpaired examples \( \{x_i\}_{i=1}^N \in X \) and \( \{y_i\}_{i=1}^M \in Y \). For simulation-to-real, X and Y are simulation and real respectively. Following the notation in [34], the CycleGAN involves learning two generators: Sim2Real, \( G : X \rightarrow Y \) and Real2Sim, \( F : Y \rightarrow X \). Two adversarial discriminators \( D_X \) and \( D_Y \) distinguish simulated images \( \{x\} \) from adapted simulation \( \{F(y)\} \) and real images \( \{y\} \) from adapted real \( \{G(x)\} \).

An adversarial loss is applied to both mappings. For Sim2Real, the loss is:

\[
L_{GAN}(G, D_Y, X, Y) = \mathbb{E}_{y \sim Y} [\log D_Y(y)] + \mathbb{E}_{x \sim X} [\log(1 - D_Y(G(x)))]
\]

The Sim2Real generator \( G \) aims to produce realistic images by minimizing this objective against an adversary \( D_Y \) that tries to maximize it, giving update \( \min_G \max_{D_Y} L_{GAN}(G, D_Y, X, Y) \). Real2Sim is trained similarly, with \( \min_F \max_{D_X} L_{GAN}(F, D_X, Y, X) \). The CycleGAN further imposes a cycle consistency loss, to encourage \( x \rightarrow G(x) \rightarrow F(G(x)) \approx x \) and \( y \rightarrow F(y) \rightarrow G(F(y)) \approx y \).
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For a vision-based task, the Q-function (a learning technique that learns a Q-function) is computed.

\[ V(s, a) \approx Q(s, a) \]

\[ V(s') \approx Q(s', a) \]

Here, \( d \) is some distance metric. We use mean squared error. This cycle-consistency prevents drastic departures in the generated, as the original scene must be recoverable, but [8] argues the scene may still be altered even with this consistency loss.

### 3.2. Q-learning

Given an environment of states \( \{ s \} \), actions \( \{ a \} \), rewards \( \{ r \} \), and next states \( \{ s' \} \), Q-learning is a reinforcement learning technique that learns a Q-function \( Q(s, a) \), representing total expected future reward [30]. For a vision-based task, \( s \) is the input image, and \( a \) a candidate action. The Q-function is updated to minimize the temporal difference (TD) loss, defined as

\[
d(Q(s, a), r + \gamma V(s'))
\]

where \( V(s') \) is an estimate of the next state's value, \( \gamma \) is a discount factor, and \( d \) is a distance metric. The policy \( \pi(a|s) \) is then defined by argmax \( a Q(s, a) \). To estimate \( V(s') \), we use Clipped Double-Q Learning [11]. RL-CycleGAN jointly trains a Q-function with the CycleGAN, using the learned Q-values to add additional consistency losses.

### 4. RL-CycleGAN

The key for a useful simulation-to-real model is to adapt simulated images to realistic images while also preserving the original semantics relevant to the RL task. For example with grasping, a simulation-to-real model may produce very realistic images, but in the process may remove some of the objects from the image if they are not easily transformed in to realistic versions. Such alterations drastically change the grasping outcome and are detrimental to the RL task. The distinction between style (lighting, textures, etc) that does not affect the task and semantics (robot and object positions) that does affect the task is not always clear and varies with the task. We introduce RL-CycleGAN , which trains a GAN that is encouraged to make this style-semantics distinction via a jointly trained RL model. Intuitively, the RL model's output should only depend on the semantics of the task, and constraining the GAN with the RL model encourages the GAN to preserve task-specific semantics. The RL task model is a deep Q-learning network \( Q(s, a) \).

For a vision-based task, \( s \) is the input image and \( a \) a candidate action. \( Q_{sim}(s, a) \) and \( Q_{real}(s, a) \) represent Q-functions trained on simulated and real \( (s, a) \) respectively. The RL-CycleGAN jointly trains the RL model with the CycleGAN, where each of the 6 images \( \{ x, G(x), F(G(x)) \} \) and \( \{ y, F(y), G(F(y)) \} \) are passed to \( Q_{sim} \) and \( Q_{real} \), giving 6 Q-values.

\[
(x, a) \sim D_{sim}, \quad (y, a) \sim D_{real}
\]

\[
q_x = Q_{sim}(x, a)
\]

\[
q'_x = Q_{real}(x, a)
\]

\[
q''_x = Q_{sim}(F(G(x)), a)
\]

\[
q'_y = Q_{real}(y, a)
\]

\[
q''_y = Q_{real}(F(G(y)), a)
\]

These \( q \) represent the Q-values for the various images. Triples \( \{ x, G(x), F(G(x)) \} \) and \( \{ y, F(y), G(F(y)) \} \) should each represent the same scene, and an RL-scene consistency loss is imposed by encouraging similar Q-values within the triple.

\[
L_{RL-scene}(G, F) = d(q_x, q'_x) + d(q_x, q''_x) + d(q'_y, q''_y) + d(q_y, q''_y) + d(q_y, q''_y)
\]

Again, \( d \) is some distance metric, and we use mean squared error. This loss penalizes changes in the Q-value, further encouraging preserving the RL-scene during adaptation. Since visual features for grasping in simulation and reality might differ drastically, we train two different Q-networks \( Q_{sim}, Q_{real} \) to compute Q-values for simulation-like and real-like images. These Q-networks are trained via the standard TD-loss, on all original and generated images \( \{ x, F(G(x)), F(y) \} \) for \( Q_{sim} \) and \( \{ G(x), y, G(F(y)) \} \) for \( Q_{real} \). Each generator or pair of generators is applied to both current image \( x \) and next image \( x' \) before the TD-loss is computed.

\[
L_{RL}(Q) = E_{(x, a, r, x')} d(Q(x, a), r + \gamma V(x'))
\]

The full objective is:

\[
L_{RL-CycleGAN}(G, F, D_X, D_Y, Q) = \lambda_{GAN} L_{GAN}(G, D_Y) + \lambda_{cycle} L_{cycle}(G, F)
\]


}\]
Figure 2. RL-CycleGAN involves a CycleGAN constrained with an RL scene consistency. A simulated state for grasping (top-left image) is adapted by a Sim2Real GAN to be more realistic (top-center), a further cycled adaptation by a Real2Sim GAN (top-right) is required to match the original simulated input. A sim Q-network is trained on the original (top-left) and cycled (top-right) simulated images along with the simulated action via a TD-loss. Another real Q-network is trained with the realistic image (top-center) and simulated action. Finally, the GAN generators are constrained with RL-scene consistency which requires the same Q-values are produced for all three images. In the bottom row, the same neural networks are required to satisfy the same constraints with a real image and corresponding action.

5. Task Setup

We evaluate our methods on two real world robot grasping setups, which use different physical robots, objects, bins, and simulation environments. Robot 1’s setup aims to generalize grasping of unseen objects, while Robot 2 grasps from three bins with the robot placed at different locations relative to the bin. We aim to show our approach is independent of robot and task, and do not tailor the RL-CycleGAN for either setup. Both tasks perform dynamic closed-loop grasping \([2, 7]\) with sensing and control tightly interleaved at each stage and trained as described in \([20]\). Observations consist of monocular RGB camera images. Actions directly command the robot gripper in four dimensions (xyz and top-down rotation), along with gripper close/open and episode termination commands.

5.1. Robot 1 Setup

We use Kuka IIWA robots to grasp a variety of objects from a metal bin as in \([20]\). Real robot episodes are collected by running a scripted policy or a previously learned model using training objects. A simulated environment for the task is also built using the Bullet physics simulator \([9]\), containing the robot arm, the bin, and the objects to be grasped. In order to generalize grasping objects with different shapes, we use procedurally generated random geometric shapes in simulation \([3]\). Simulated images do not look realistic (see the left most images in Figure 4) and models trained purely in simulation perform very poorly on real robots, making this an ideal task to evaluate simulation-to-real methods. Evaluations are performed using 4 robots, each with a set of 6 unseen objects. Each robot performs 102 grasps and drops any successfully grasped object back in the bin. Grasp success is reported as a percent average over all grasps.

5.2. Robot 2 Setup

We use robots to grasp trash-like items from three adjacent bins. In order to grasp from all areas of the three bins, the robot arm is mounted on a mobile base. The base is not controlled by the policy and remains fixed for the entire grasping episode, but is randomly positioned at the
Single-bin grasping evaluation setup: All robots are placed in front of the center bin, which contains all the 6 objects.

Multi-bin grasping evaluation setup: some robots are centered with bins, (i) with the left bin, (iii) & (iv) with the center bin, and (vi) with the right bin, while (v) and (ii) are off-set. Each setup contains 6 objects.

Figure 3. Evaluation setup on Robot 2.

start of each episode. A learned policy must generalize to grasping from all three bins with a variety of camera angles. Real robot episodes are collected by using a scripted policy where the robot randomly drives to a location within the workspace in front of the three bins. A simulator is also built for this robot setup, and a large simulation-to-real visual gap (see Figure 2) results in poor real-world performance when models are trained without adaptation.

We consider two types of evaluations, shown in Figure 3b. Single-bin grasping: robots are each placed in front of the center bin, which contains 6 objects (see Figure 3a). This evaluates grasping performance from a single base position form a single bin. Multi-bin grasping: to evaluate grasping from all bins with varied base locations, robots are placed with some offsets with respect to the bins with objects also placed in different bins. In both types of evaluations, 6 robots are allowed 6 grasps and successfully grasped objects are placed outside the bin. This procedure is repeated 3 times for a total of 108 grasps, grasp success is reported as a percent average.

6. Experiments

We evaluate simulation-to-real methods for robotic grasping in a scenario where off-policy real-world data is available but may be limited, along with relatively cheap simulated experience. Learning from entirely off-policy real world data by itself is known to result in worse performance than on-policy fine-tuning [20]. The aim of our experiment is to understand whether RL-CycleGAN can bridge this gap in performance by utilizing simulated experience, and whether it can further reduce the amount of real-world data needed for good performance. We also compare RL-CycleGAN with state-of-the-art simulation-to-real methods for the robotic grasping tasks. Performance is evaluated in terms of the grasp success rate on the two robotic grasping systems described in the preceding section.

RL-CycleGAN was evaluated across three sets of experiments. In the first set, we trained various GAN approaches, then trained RL grasping models with simulations alone, but with the GAN applied to the simulated images. This investigates how well they address the visual simulation-to-reality gap for the grasping task. In the second set of experiments, we reuse the real off-policy data used to train RL-CycleGAN to also train the grasping model, mixing it with GAN adapted on-policy simulated data. We compare the improvements from including RL-CycleGAN with varying amounts of real data. In the final experiments, we further fine-tune grasping models on-policy with real robots, while still using additional GAN-adapted on-policy simulated data. Since on robot training is available, in these final experiments we restrict RL-CycleGAN training to use very limited amounts of off-policy real data.

6.1. GANs For RL

We first establish a baseline for simulation-to-real world transfer without any real data or domain adaptation. As shown in Table 1, our standard simulator, without any adaptation, results in a policy that only achieves 21% grasp success in the real world, though the simulation success rate is 95%. This indicates a large simulation-to-real gap. Incorporating randomization into the visual appearance of the arm, objects, bin and backgrounds [19] increases this performance to 37%, but a large gap still remains.

We next compare different GAN-based adaptation models, including ablations of our method. To evaluate the usefulness of the GAN for RL we train grasping models using the simulator only, but with the pre-trained GANs applied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation-to-Real Model</th>
<th>Robot 1 Grasp Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sim-Only [19]</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized Sim [19]</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CycleGAN</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraspGAN</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL-CycleGAN</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Robot 1 grasping performance for various models trained using simulations. First two are models trained with and without visual randomization applied in the simulator. The next four models utilize various GANs to adapt the simulated image to look more realistic, all GANs are trained with 580,000 real episodes.
to the simulated images. Examples and a qualitative discussion of the various models is presented in Figure 4. Table 1 shows the improved performance from using a CycleGAN, 61% success, versus a regular GAN, 29% success. The cycle consistency encourages retaining the position of objects and the arm, however, occasional objection deletion and addition is still observed. The GraspGAN performs comparably (63% success) to the CycleGAN, because of a grasping specific masking loss which avoids object deletion or addition, but overall image quality is less realistic especially with the robot arm. One hypothesis is that the domain-adversarial losses used by GraspGAN may restrict the realism of generated images, however, we do not test that here. The grasping model trained with the RL-CycleGAN performs the best (70% success). The RL-CycleGAN preserves task-salient information and produces realistic images, and does so with a general-purpose consistency loss that is based directly on the similarity of Q-values, without requiring manual identification of task-salient properties (e.g., object geometry).

6.2. Mixing Real Data And Simulation

We investigate how RL models may be trained by mixing real off-policy data and a simulator with simulation-to-real adaptation via RL-CycleGAN. In this experiment, we measure how performance scales with the amount of real data. First, an RL-CycleGAN model is trained with the available real data as in the preceding section. The same real data is then reused during training of the final RL model. In this way, the RL process benefits from real off-policy data and realistic on-policy data generated after applying the RL-CycleGAN to the simulated data. For baselines, we train grasping models with only the real off-policy data for Robot 1, and with a mix of real off-policy and simulated on-policy data for Robot 2.

For Robot 1, Table 2 shows significant improvement from RL-CycleGAN: using only 5,000 real-world trials for training the GAN and for the RL process improves the grasp success rate from 15% to 75%. It is important to note here that the real data is used in two ways: to train the GAN and for RL. Even with a large dataset of 580,000 real-world trials, we see significant improvements with the RL-CycleGAN, going from 87% to 94% grasp success. This is comparable to the state-of-the-art performance (96%) described by [20], which required lengthy on-robot fine-tuning. RL-CycleGAN is able to achieve this performance with only previously collected off-policy trials, making for a much easier and more practical training procedure.

Simulation-to-real transfer via the RL-CycleGAN sees similar significant improvements for Robot 2 in Table 3. With only 3,000 real episodes, we see a performance improvement from 13% to 72%. With 80,000 real episodes, the model trained with RL-CycleGAN reaches state-of-the-art performance at 95% grasp success. Similar performance is seen for multi-bin grasping with randomized base locations at 93% grasp success, showing that RL-CycleGAN generalizes well to different grasp locations and camera angles.
realistic, and the relevant semantics achieves the same performance as RCAN at 94% (Table) when fine-tuned over 10,000 on-policy episodes RL-CycleGAN achieves 75% grasp success, which significantly outperforms randomization alone. However, real on-policy fine-tuning for RL that must be mixed with on-policy simulated data adapted with RL-CycleGAN. To compare with simulation-to-real methods such as RCAN [19], which only uses on-policy real data and no off-policy data, we restrict the amount of off-policy real data used to train RL-CycleGAN to 5,000 grasps, about two orders of magnitude less than required for state-of-the-art methods trained on real data [20]. In the absence of real data, RCAN allows for zero-shot transfer to the real world at 70% grasp success, which significantly outperforms randomization alone. However, real on-policy fine-tuning for 28,000 episodes was required for RCAN to reach 94% grasp success. We find that RL-CycleGAN can be reliably trained with only a few thousand episodes. With 5,000 off-policy episodes RL-CycleGAN achieves 75% grasp success, which when fine-tuned over 10,000 on-policy episodes achieves the same performance as RCAN at 94% (Table 4).

6.3. On-robot Fine-tuning

Grasping models trained as described in the preceding section can be further fine-tuned with on-robot training. During fine-tuning, real on-policy data from the robot is mixed with on-policy simulated data adapted with RL-CycleGAN. To compare with simulation-to-real methods such as RCAN [19], which only uses on-policy real data and no off-policy data, we restrict the amount of off-policy real data used to train RL-CycleGAN to 5,000 grasps, about two orders of magnitude less than required for state-of-the-art methods trained on real data [20]. In the absence of real data, RCAN allows for zero-shot transfer to the real world at 70% grasp success, which significantly outperforms randomization alone. However, real on-policy fine-tuning for 28,000 episodes was required for RCAN to reach 94% grasp success. We find that RL-CycleGAN can be reliably trained with only a few thousand episodes. With 5,000 off-policy episodes RL-CycleGAN achieves 75% grasp success, which when fine-tuned over 10,000 on-policy episodes achieves the same performance as RCAN at 94% (Table 4).

7. Conclusion

We have presented the RL-CycleGAN to address the visual simulation-to-real gap, and showed it significantly improves real world vision-based robotics with two varied grasping setups. Incorporating an RL scene consistency loss along with the CycleGAN losses provides a natural separation of the style, which may be adapted to look more realistic, and the relevant semantics for RL that must be preserved. This removes the need for task-specific feature engineering, such as generating scene segmentation masks for GraspGAN or defining a canonical scene and simulation randomization for RCAN.

RL-CycleGAN only addresses the visual gap, and not any physics based simulation-to-real differences. Handling these cases requires extending the RL-CycleGAN to adapt the entire state-action trajectory of an episode instead of a single state image, which is left for future work. The GANs presented in this work are deterministic, since no random noise is sampled and the same input simulated image is always adapted to the same realistic version. RL-CycleGAN may be extended to produce stochastic outputs by incorporating ideas from recent works like Augmented-CycleGAN [1] or BicycleGAN [34].

For both robotic grasping setups we see large performance gains by incorporating on-policy simulator data adapted with RL-CycleGAN. With Robot 1, we require 20 times fewer real grasps (28,000) with RL-CycleGAN to attain the performance from using 580,000 real grasps. When using all 580,000 real grasps, RL-CycleGAN (94% success) is comparable to the state-of-the-art (96%) but without requiring costly on-robot training. We see even larger improvements with Robot 2, where the RL-CycleGAN achieves 72% grasp success at centered single-bin grasping, with only 3,000 real grasps, vastly outperforming the 36% grasp success from a baseline model trained with 80,000 grasps. With 80,000 grasps, the RL-CycleGAN trained model achieves state-of-the-art results, with 95% success for centered single-bin grasping and 93% success for multi-bin grasping from randomized locations.
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Table 2. Grasping success for Robot 1 with varying amounts of real data and the corresponding improvements from including simulations with simulation-to-real methods: GraspGAN and RL-CycleGAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episodes</th>
<th>Robot 1 Grasp Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Only</td>
<td>GraspGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580,000</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Grasping success with Robot 2 setup using simulation and varying amounts of real episodes versus models that use RL-CycleGAN to adapt the simulated images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Off-policy episodes</th>
<th>Robot 2 Grasp Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-bin grasping, centered</td>
<td>Sim+Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Multi-bin grasping, randomized location | 80,000 | 33% | 93% |

Table 4. Grasping success on Robot 1 for RL-CycleGAN and RCAN with on-policy fine-tuning. While RCAN achieves decent performance with zero real data RL-CycleGAN does not require domain randomization and after on-policy training performs similarly to RCAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Episodes</th>
<th>Domain Rand.</th>
<th>Robot 1 Grasp Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCAN [19]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAN [19]</td>
<td>- 5,000</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL-CycleGAN</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAN [19]</td>
<td>- 28,000</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL-CycleGAN</td>
<td>5,000 10,000</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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